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I recently reported temporal proof that Mw5.6+ strong earthquakes occur due to (as the lithosphere rides on) vast waves
of the tidally driven and gravitationally aided 1–72h long-periodic Earth body resonance (EBR). Here I report a
methodologically independent spatial proof of EBR, conclusively showing that tremors are not the only earthquake type
caused by mechanical resonance: observations of actual EBR waves in solid matter using continuous Global Positioning
System (cGPS) and of their triggering Mw5.6+ earthquakes. Superharmonic resonance periods from the EBR’s 55’–15 days
(0.303 mHz–0.7716 μHz) band are thus recoverable in spectra of International Terrestrial Reference Frame (ITRF2014)
positional components solved kinematically from 30-s cGPS samplings. The signal is so pure, strong, and stable that even
daylong components are constantly periodic at or above 99%-significance, with very high statistical fidelity, ϕ>>12, and
ϕ<<12 characterizing overtones or undertones. cGPS stations have diurnal EBR fingerprints: unique sets of ~13–18 EBR
frequencies, most clearly formed during ~Mw6+ quiescence, enabling depiction of EBR orientation for real-time EBR
mapping. Furthermore, weeklong component time series reveal complete EBR and expected undertones as the signature
of EBR’s companion sympathetic resonances, with very high ϕ>>12. Also, I demonstrate EBR mapping using the Mexico
City–Los Angeles–San Francisco cGPS profile alongside a tectonic plate boundary, successfully depicting the preparation
phase of the 2020 Puerto Rico Mw6.4–Mw6.6 earthquakes sequence. I finish by showing that the EBR triggered the 2019
Ridgecrest Mw6.4–Mw7.1 earthquakes sequence. EBR maps can now be produced for seismic prediction/forecasting and
unobscuring (decoupling EBR frequencies) from geophysical observables like stress and strain. EBR engulfs the Earth’s
crust, forming the resonance wind whose role and incessantness demote mantle convection from the working hypothesis
of geophysics and whose applications include geophysical prospecting and detection at all scales and times. A previously
unaccounted-for fundamental force of geophysics, the impulsive EBR spans the vastest energy bands, invalidating any
previous claims of seismic detections of gravitational wave signals from deep space, such as by the LIGO experiment.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Earlier, I had demonstrated a physical phenomenon of Earth
body resonance (EBR) as the seismogenic mechanism by
successfully recovering all 72 Moon-driven superharmonic
resonance periods in the 55’–15 days band of interest (0.303
mHz–0.771605 μHz) from spectra of time-series of 2015-2019
global Mw5.6+ (strong) earthquakes. Thus seismicity timeseries capture natural seismic events as they happen — due to
the lithosphere riding on waves of incessant Earth resonances
as recovered in the longest part of the Earth-Moon tidal
system’s spectral band of highest planetary energies. I
subsequently gave a spatiotemporally independent proof of
(universality of) the EBR from moonquakes and on timescales
of millions of years. Previously, I had presented empirical proof
(a pattern in occurrences of Mw6.2+), as well as theoretical
proof (a mathematical generalization of EBR to scales of
unspecified energies and times), further re-proportionating the
Newtonian gravitational proportion (and therefore gravity too)
via speed of light at macroscopic and quantum scales — as
Einstein hinted for our Solar system in his rare geophysics
work. (Omerbashich, 2021, 2020a, 2020b, 2006a)
*)
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While, to the best of this author’s knowledge, there has been
no work by others on the EBR, reports on local and specialized
types of earthquakes that arise mechanically-resonantly do
exist, e.g., for volcanic/weak tremors by Ferrazzini and Aki
(1987) and Gupta (2011). At the same time, claims and models
of laterally moving masses of solid Earth in the general eastwest direction exist as well, e.g., on the hypothesized global
mantle wind largely enigmatic and invoked to explain surprising subduction dynamics controlled by horizontal mantle flow;
e.g., by Ficini et al. (2017). To verify any such reports and
claims on global and continental scales requires the use of
geometrically most sophisticated and physically most realistic
measurement systems and technology. The world’s premier
such system, called the International Terrestrial Reference
System and used today, was created in 1988 to achieve the most
accurate and practical global coordinate system — an epochbased International Terrestrial Reference Frame (ITRF). An
ITRF is an abstract global coordinate system used as a standard
for the most realistic precision positioning in a given time
interval (epoch), fixed at the center of mass of the whole Earth,
and described by a set of points defined in space and time both
mathematically and physically. The current version is ITRF-
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2014, which for the first time since the inception of this system
of geospatial standardization in 1988, comes with enhanced
modeling of nonlinear station motions, including seasonal
(annual and semiannual) signals for station positions and
postseismic deformation for sites that were subject to major
earthquakes. The newly accounted for nonlinear motions thus
include discontinuities, velocity changes due to current ice
melting, and some other unidentified behaviors of station trajectories presumably related to local effects like anthropogenic
groundwater pumping or, in some cases, to systematic errors in
the data analysis (Altamimi et al., 2016).
Taking advantage of the cm-level accuracy on ITRF
positions globally and since the 1990s, I here report a methodologically and temporally independent proof of the EBR, which
is at the cm–m level (most energy is at the dm–m level),
revealing that weak tremors are not the only resonance-caused
earthquakes. The proof is observational, and it starts on a basic
premise that naturally occurring seismic events do so not at
random but as guided by actual (nonlinear) energy waves in
solid matter. Then the physical hypothesis here is that, what
Omerbashich (2020a) had demonstrated temporally, should
also be demonstrable spatially, under real-world scenarios, and
to utmost utility. Thus in the following, I attempt to recover the
complete superharmonic resonance previously extracted from
seismic occurrences (Omerbashich, 2020a) in the original band
but now from spectra of nonlinearity-tuned ITRF2014’s positional components, solved kinematically from daylong and
weeklong 1Hz recordings by the continuous Global Positioning
System (cGPS). Namely, Continuously Operating Reference
Stations (CORS) with Global Navigation Satellite Systems
(GNSS) installations always include at least the GPS, which for
its reference system relies on the World Geodetic System 1984
— WGS84 (current realization: G1674). The differences
between the WGS 84 and the ITRF are in the cm-range
worldwide (Altiner, 1999). And, since GPS is the longest operating GNSS, I use the cGPS to investigate the possibility of EBR
detection and mapping and the EBR’s usefulness for earthquake
forecasting and prediction. An important reason why GPS is
preferred here is that other GNSS systems do not rely on WGS
84 or ITRF and thus are less reliable for the present study, in
addition to being more recent and therefore sparser than the
GPS. I picked California as the region of interest due to its high
seismicity levels and the longest and arguably best cGPS
coverage anywhere (Bock and Melgar, 2016).
2. DATA AND METHODOLOGY
Due to a relatively dense spatiotemporal distribution of M6+
strong seismicity on Earth, I use daylong and weeklong cGPS
recordings, likely optimal for the band of interest. The data sets
examined consisted thus of measurements taken continuously
during the first week of January at various epochs: 2020, 2015,
2010, and 2005. When testing daylong data, I chose 01 January.
January is the month with likely the least geophysical background noise during a climatically averaged year. This (fixed)
choice should minimize any regional and global seasonal effect
as key for spectral analyses. Also, the data are newer and
presumably of higher quality with time due to processing and
model improvements. The data used here are also temporally

independent from the data used by Omerbashich (2020a) and
temporally surround them — thereby enabling genuine assessments of EBR-caused variations in the Earth’s energy budget.
The U.S. National Geodetic Service (NGS) commonly
decimates the data to a 30-s rate, also selected as the sampling
rate for the present computational study. Namely, month-long
time series at 1Hz sampling (decimated or not) and 30-s solution rates should provide enough data resolution and fidelity to
distinguish between EBR and other (primarily long-periodic)
components in the band of interest. As a borderline between
moderate- and high-rate, the 1Hz sampling rate appeared as the
optimal choice given its undemanding computing requirements
and relative richness in systematic information. Finally, seismic
quiescence in terms of ~Mw6+ regional and ~Mw6.5+ global
earthquakes characterized the January 2020 samples, while the
said preceding three epochs were seismically active in the same
sense. This setup should shed light on the effects of seismicity
on EBR recovery.

Figure 1. Geographic locations of the earthquakes that co-occurred with the sampled
record –2 weeks. Earthquakes that had destroyed or damaged EBR waves at Los
Angeles red, earthquakes that did not blue. Distances calculations are in Table 1.
Azimuthal equidistant mapping projection centered on Los Angeles. The light circle:
10000-km radius; dark circle: 15000-km radius.

To examine the effects of seismic waves on EBR waves, I
use observations from the cGPS station ZLA1 (Los Angeles)
and the 7.5º elevation cutoff angle/mask. To examine how
multipath, as the largest source of cGPS errors, affects the
detection of EBR from GPS, I use observations from the ZOA2
(Oakland) cGPS station. U.S. Federal Aviation Administration
(FAA) operates these two 1-Hz stations since 12/04/2003 and
03/07/2002, respectively. The stations sit at 763.1 m and -4 m
above the ellipsoid — and are on different tectonic plates: the
North American and the Pacific plate, respectively. ZLA1 is at
the Los Angeles Air Route Traffic Control Center near the
Palmdale Regional Airport, north of Los Angeles, and ZOA2 at
the Oakland Air Route Traffic Control Center, east of San
Francisco. The two FAA stations (https://www.ngs.noaa.gov/cgibin/airports.prl?TYPE=PACSAC) are in neither the Primary nor
Secondary Airport Control.
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Locale

Mw

Time rounded
to nearest day

Median
sample time
rounded to
nearest day

Timing
to
sample
middle
[days]

Timing
to
sample
start
[days]

ZLA1

Latitude

Longitude

+34° 36' 12.6648"

-118° 05' 02.0214"

Distance
[km]

Notes

Los Angeles County

EQE01

8.1

2004-12-24

2005-01-04

-11

-8

-49° 18' 43.1994"

-161° 20' 41.9994"

12217

Macquarie Isle off New Zealand

EQE02

9.1

2004-12-26

2005-01-04

-9

-6

+03° 17' 41.9994"

+095° 58' 55.1994"

14512

Sumatra, Indonesia

EQE03

7.1

2010-01-03

2010-01-04

-1

2

-08° 46' 58.7994"

+157° 21' 14.4000"

10069

Solomon Isles

EQE04

6.5

2015-01-07

2015-01-04

3

6

+05° 54' 18.0000"

-082° 39' 28.8000"

4830

Off coast Panama

EQE05

6.8

2005-01-12

2005-01-04

8

11

+00° 52' 40.7994"

-021° 11' 38.3994"

10700

Mid-Atlantic Ridge

EQE06

6.5

2010-01-10

2010-01-04

6

9

+40° 39' 07.2000"

-124° 41' 34.7994"

889

EQE07

7.0

2010-01-13

2010-01-04

9

12

+18° 26' 34.8000"

-072° 34' 15.5994"

7817

Haiti

EQE08

6.8

2010-01-05

2010-01-04

1

4

-58° 10' 22.8000"

-014° 41' 42.0000"

13958

Sandwich Isles

EQE09

6.8

2015-01-23

2015-01-04

19

22

-17° 01' 51.5994"

-168° 31' 12.0000"

9627

Vanuatu

EQE10

6.8

2019-12-15

2020-01-04

-20

-17

+06° 41' 49.2000"

125° 10' 26.4000"

11973

Philippines

EQE11

6.7

2020-01-25

2020-01-04

21

24

+38° 25' 51.5994"

039° 03' 39.5994"

11583

Turkey

EQE12

7.7

2020-01-29

2020-01-04

25

28

+19° 25' 08.4000"

-078° 45' 21.6000"

4216

Off coast Jamaica

Off coast North California

Table 1. Ellipsoidal distances, computed by the method of Vincenty (1975), between the cGPS station ZLA1 (Los Angeles) and locations of earthquakes that co-occurred with the sampled
record up to –2 weeks, Figure 1. Rows with earthquakes that destroyed or damaged EBR waves at Los Angeles are highlighted (marked red on Figure 1). As seen above and from Figure
1, the EBR recovery depended critically on event timing relative to the sampled cGPS data (either co-occurring or a few days within the sample) and the event’s size so that Mw8+ mega
quakes possibly affected the EBR recovery too. Events from the year weeks 2, 3, and 4 were included in this consideration due to possible effects of resonance’s preparation phase,
starting around –3 days relative to an ~Mw6+ event, as here EBR is tacitly assumed to cause all ~Mw6+ seismicity (Omerbashich, 2007b, 2020a). The Puerto Rico global event of 07
January 2020, used in the following sections, is not included since the Harvard Catalog lists it by the lower (<Mw6.5) magnitude. Note, however, that the inclusion of this event in the above
considerations would not affect the conclusions.

Figure 2. Locations of the 1Hz cGPS stations tracing an EBR mapping profile, roughly alongside a tectonic plate boundary. A – Ridgecrest event epicenter, B – Puerto Rico event
epicenter; see Table 1. A mockup projection, not to scale.
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Later on, I use the first of the two stations to examine the
effects of data span on EBR recovery. To gain insight into the
possibility of mapping EBR, I draw the first EBR profile and
do so approximately alongside a tectonic plate boundary to
study the cGPS sensitivity (for EBR mapping) under extreme
resonance conditions: the Mexico City—Los Angeles—San
Francisco. If found plausible, the drawing of EBR profiles
should enable EBR mapping on global scales. The FAA
operates the MMX1 station located at the Mexico Air Traffic
Control within the Mexico City International Airport. MMX1
sits on the North American tectonic plate.
The present study’s claims (without elaboration) on any
effects of low-rate sampling and multipath are in large part
based on data from the KSU1, a 15-s-sampling cGPS station
maintained by UNAVCO (University NAVSTAR-GPS
Consortium) and located at the Kansas State University. The
KSU1 sits deep inland within a plateau remotest from North
American seismically active zones and large water bodies (the
Atlantic and Pacific oceans and the Gulf of Mexico) as EBR’s
natural attenuators that forbid EBR waves with destructive
angular deflection to roll deep inland.
I used GIPSY 6.4 APPS scientific software and solutions by
the Jet Propulsion Laboratory to obtain time-series of (antenna)
coordinates in kinematic post-processing of dual-frequency
measurements with precise pseudo-random code at the 30-s
interval. The declared typical user range error was εRMS <3 cm,
which should suffice for detecting resonance waves that move
primarily horizontally, on the order of decimetres to metres.
Most of the time, one can expect Earth resonance waves to
diverge from the ideal case of transverse orientation (due to the
obliquity of Earth and Moon) and turn towards (though rarely
align with) a cardinal coordinate plane. Therefore, instead of
spectrally analyzing either the 2D or the 3D positional vectors,
I consider positional component series (X, Y, Z) independently
and analyze them separately to study the most realistic mapping
parameters for a unique depiction of the EBR. The postprocessed time series turned out to be up to 1%-gapped.
Therefore, to examine the periodicity in cGPS data, I use the
Gauss–Vaníček rigorous method of spectral analysis (GVSA)
by Vaníček (1969, 1971) as a technique unaffected by gaps in
data, which extracts spectra in var% — where spectral
magnitudes thus measure the contribution of the respective
spectral peak to data variance. Based on a select targetconfidence level, this scientific method, as part of a complete
statistical package, also performs statistical tests and estimates
the statistical significance levels of the spectrum while
computing it. The GVSA belongs to the least-squares class of
spectral analysis techniques, has many advantages over the
Fourier class of spectral analysis techniques (Press et al., 2007;
Taylor and Hamilton, 1972), and has proven itself in analyzing
long and gapped records (Omerbashich, 2006a, 2006b, 2007a,
2021). GVSA provides the total accuracy in extracting periods
from natural data sets, i.e., up to the prescribed accuracy of
analyzed data themselves (Omerbashich, 2007b, 2020a,
2020b). GVSA is also notable for its multi-utility (e.g., spectral
peaks can be expressed in dB too), ease of use, and the ability
to handle spectral and energy leakages methodologically, i.e.,
simply by slightly adjusting the band limits if needed.
Subsequently, the method has undergone simplifications into
non-rigorous (strictly non-least-squares) formats, such as the

approximate Lomb-Scargle technique created in 1976 to lower
the computation burden of GVSA, but which no longer is an
issue.
GVSA is rigorous in that, besides estimating a uniform
spectrum-wide statistical significance in var% for the desired
level, say 95%, in a spectrum from a time series with m data
values and q known constituents as 1–0.952/(m–q–2) (Steeves,
1981) (Wells et al., 1985), it also imposes an additional
constraint for determining the validity of each significant peak
individually — the fidelity or realism, Φ. In advanced statistics,
fidelity is a general information measure based on the
coordinate-independent cumulative distribution and critical yet
previously neglected symmetry considerations (Kinkhabwala,
2013). In communications theory, fidelity measures how
undesirable it is (according to some fidelity criterion we devise)
to receive one information when another information is
transmitted (Shannon, 1948). In GVSA, fidelity thus is defined
in terms of the theory of spectral analysis as a measure of how
undesirable it is for two frequencies to "coincide" (occupy the
same frequency space of a sample). A value of GVSA fidelity
then is obtained as that time interval (in units of the timescale
of the time series analyzed) by which the period of a significant
spectral peak must be elongated or shortened to be π-phaseshiftable within the length of that time series. When periods of
neighboring spectral peaks differ by more than the fidelity value
of the former, those peaks are resolvable. As a degree of a
spectral peak’s dependence or tendency to cluster, this criterion
tells if a spectral peak can share a systematic nature with
another spectral peak, e.g., be part of a batch or an underlying
dynamical process like resonance or reflection. The spectral
peaks that fail to meet this criterion are deemed fully (both
physically and statistically) significant in GVSA.
Fidelity from spectral analyses in the present study ranged
between 1.6∙105–9∙103 on longest to 12–11 on shortest
resonance periods. Since fidelity values of ϕ>12 are considered
reflective of a physical process (Omerbashich, 2006b),
resonance trains presented herein describe genuinely Earthdriving dynamical processes. All extracted periods are at least
99%-significant unless stated otherwise or highlighted in light
gray.
To examine the effects of regional and global seismicity as
the Earth’s most extensive mass redistribution besides tides and
EBR, and therefore the greatest terrestrial challenge for EBR
recovery due to the ability to damage or destroy EBR waves, I
compare the aptness of the ZLA1 for recovering the EBR, at
different epochs: 2005, 2010, 2015, and 2020. At the same time,
all these epochs are temporally independent of considerations
by Omerbashich (2020a).
Note that here periods often claimed as responsible for the
tidal triggering of earthquakes, such as the diurnal 12-h cycle,
will not be enforced (modeled or removed, i.e., suppressed, see
Wells et al., 1985), as that would mean taking out of the context
of examining physical processes related to Earth resonances.
So, if e.g., the 12-h cycle turns out to be one of the earthquaketriggering periods, that can only be due to the EBR to which
that period belongs — not individually (as tidal forces are
insufficient for that) but as a part of the compound EBR train.
In the present study, I apply neither preprocessing of data to
boost the highest spectral peaks (by feeding data some extra
variance) nor post-processing to enhance computed spectra. In
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this way, what follows represents the strictest possible
verification of the EBR from both the statistics and physics
points of view. Demonstrating the EBR measurable using a
GNSS (here: by detecting actual EBR waves as they physically
disturb the masses under cGPS stations) would pave the way
for new directions in basic research. These directions include
physics-based earthquake prediction and the development of
new EBR-based techniques in geophysical applications. One
such application is reservoir detection and prospecting, which,
unlike with existing solutions, would be available at all times.
Then in what follows, I use the terms EBR period and EBR
wave interchangeably. I depict whole EBR wave trains whenever possible.

3. DETECTION
Of all sources of GPS errors, EBR detection was likely to suffer
the most from the receiver-antenna multipath, so it was
necessary to vary the elevation cutoff angle (the mask) to find
the optimal elevation mask. Based on studies in precision GPS,
the receiver antenna multipath effects are very site-specific
(Genrich and Bock, 2006). Therefore, the analysis procedure
here is necessarily empirical and iterative: repeat a spectral
analysis of station data with different elevation masks; the
elevation mask (if any) that results in the clearest formation of
resonance at that station is the optimal mask.
Global resonance waves exhibit a more pronounced natural
delay in the z component as it has no degrees of freedom.
Therefore one cannot expect performance improvement
(sporadically or in overall matching to theoretical EBR periods)
from spectrally analyzing 2D and 3D vector series instead of
individual position components’ time-series. Besides, component spectra provide deeper insights into the orientation of a
resonance train and groups of waves in general. Therefore, I
look into position component time-series, including dynamical
coordinate-component pairs xy, xz, or yz forming regular
formations and thus capturing the directional orientation and
position of resonance waves at a particular time and place
accurately.
As expected from the nature of the GPS-sampled physical
process of mechanical resonances (Omerbashich, 2007b),
which are most energetic in the longest-periodic band(s), this
distinction should get somewhat but not drastically blurred
towards the low-frequency end (here for periods that are ~10 h
and longer). Strictly, here one speaks of the Earth’s subrotational frequencies, or periods longer than 12 h or half the
rotational period; higher than that are the Earth’s superotational
frequencies, including most of an EBR train. This situation
means that the entirety of an unperturbed EBR train, i.e., the
physical phenomenon of EBR as such, ought to be recoverable
in its original transverse formation well (i.e., without any
systematic sub-band stratification) and that it be generally
recoverable with cGPS fully, i.e., regardless if recovered EBR
periods form component pairs or not. However, we cannot
expect this regularity to hold during epochs of seismic activity,
so in the following, I compute component spectra also in the
corresponding (always the 01 January) epochs: 2020, 2015,

2010, and 2005, in an attempt to recover significant periods of
both the unperturbed and (seismically or otherwise) perturbed
states of the Earth’s body resonances, but primarily the EBR as
the strongest.
The EBR detection from daylong cGPS data — as recorded
at ZLA1 (Los Angeles) and decimated at 30 s by the NGS — is
shown in Table 2 and Figures 3 & 4. Owing primarily to a
mutually excluding orientation and plane disparity of seismic
vs. EBR waves, earthquakes did not affect the EBR recovery —
not even in the case of mega quakes (of Mw8+) occurring far
away, Table 1 — except for those that had co-occurred between
the 6th–12th day of a monthlong sample (here: January of 2005;
2010; 2015). Namely, only then could seismic waves be seen as
destroying EBR waves. The wave destruction can be either
complete — causing the affected period to vanish; or partial —
resulting in a lower confidence level in such a period.
The EBR formation is well-preserved at quiescence (the
first three weeks of January 2020). Over the four examined
epochs, recovered were 62 (or 86%) of the total of 72 EBR periods, P∈ℜ. We can safely assume that only the 13 component
pairs Pxy with supplementary lagging Pz isolates are the best
EBR representation for the epoch at this station and the Los
Angeles area. A relative imprecision in the long periods is due
to their immense power and relatively short data span. The
elevation mask was 7.5º, and the EBR band was 55’–15 days
(Omerbashich, 2020). Locations of the earthquakes that had
destroyed EBR waves are in Figure 1. As seen in Table 2 and
Figure 1, the EBR is such an immense and overwhelming
phenomenon that the Earth’s crust gives in to it entirely: as an
EBR wave gets destroyed, another companion-resonance wave
replaces it to try to restore the total ∑ (energy equilibrium).
Note the ∆-values, also shown in Figure 4, as the differences
between computed and corresponding theoretical EBR periods
for the 2020 epoch: of the 54 matched EBR periods in total, 39
(∆-values highlighted in orange) or 72% came to within 1% of
the corresponding theoretical EBR periods. At the same time,
even the matching for the two shortest theoretical EBR periods
was well within 1%. Besides, no ∆-value has exceeded the
differences of the corresponding and its adjacent two theoretical
EBR periods. Therefore, the recovered train of periods is a
genuine representative of the theoretical EBR, while a regular
formation reflects real (original) — largely transverse — planar
modulation unperturbed by strong seismicity; see Table 1 &
Figure 1.
Stacked on Figure 3 are EBR spectral peaks from the ZLA1
(Los Angeles) station’s daylong data of 01 January 2005, 2010,
and 2015, preceded by a seismically active week in terms of
Mw6+ (see Figure 1 and Table 1) vs. the same from 2020 preceded by a seismically quiescent week in the same sense. The
plot reveals how seismic waves damage Earth resonance waves
— either partially (lowering the confidence levels to the 67%
or 89% or 95% level) or completely (vanishing, i.e., dropping
below the 67% significance), Table 2.
Although most of the EBR energy budget is in the dm-to-m
amplitude range, it is unlikely for an observer to feel EBR
waves at a cGPS site as the effects of a specific EBR wave can
propagate dynamically across km-lengths and longer — across
the entire region where the station is situated. Many EBR waves
can envelope whole tectonic plates and continents.
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Table 2. Detection of Earth body resonance (EBR) periods P (in hours) from daylong cGPS data at ZLA1, Los Angeles, in the 55’–15-days (0.303 mHz–0.771605 μHz) band. The matching
was against theoretical EBR (leftmost column, highlighted blue). Ptheor marks the theoretical EBR periods, while PEQE marks the seismic EBR periods, as obtained from global strong
seismicity by Omerbashich (2020a).
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Figure 3. The effects of seismicity on the ability (by coordinate components x, y, z) of
daylong cGPS data at ZLA1 (Los Angeles) to recover EBR periods (in hours, h).

antenna multipath, as well as different coordinate systems used
by other GNSS: the Russian GLONASS (ГЛОбальная
НАвигационная Спутниковая Система, or GLObal NAvigation Satellite System), the European Union’s Galileo, and the
Chinese BeiDou (Běidǒu Wèixīng Dǎoháng Xìtǒng) system.
Unfortunately, even the differencing is unable to correct for the
satellite-antenna multipath, and the result is a position uncertainty on the order of a few cm (Young et al., 1985). While numerous approaches to modeling receiver-antenna multipath exist,
GPS architectures ignore the problem of satellite-antenna
multipath (Bock and Melgar, 2016). Besides, various sources of
error could introduce pseudo-periodicities and impede the
detection of real periodicities in position time-series (He et al.,
2017). Finally, different approaches (or the lack thereof) to kinematically modeling dynamic nonlinearities are also a source of
likely significant unreliability, but its contribution to the error
budget is difficult to estimate.
This situation could mean that EBR detection from GPS
(and especially other GNSS systems individually or combined)
daily records is subject to cumulative effects of different types
of satellite-antenna multipath due to different space-vehicle
architectures, orbits, and satellite-antenna types. Such a cumulative error from combined effects — itself composed of errors
of various types, including systematic, random, and nonlinear
(due to varying delays of signal groups) — while somewhat
negligible for positioning purposes thanks to modern modeling
solutions, here still could introduce pseudo-periodicities and
hinder the extraction of periodicities in month-long GPS position time-series too. However, should such effects become
significant for a cGPS station, they likely would be noticeable.
Namely, the number of recovered EBR periods would drop
significantly below 13 since the Earth would not be restoring
pseudo-periods as it restores real EBR periods when physically
destroyed by seismic waves, Table 2, or any other subtypes of
kinetic waves. The significance level of a recovered EBR wave
(period) thus measures the level of destruction of that period as
damaged by seismic waves or other kinetic disturbances.

4. MAPPING

Figure 4. ∆ surface of EBR change with seismicity, where a ∆-value is the difference
between a computed and its corresponding theoretical EBR period, in % to the former,
Figure 3, and throughout. The plot indicates the uniform reliability of EBR spectral
computations at ZLA1 (Los Angeles). Spectra computed for 01 January 2005, 2010,
2015, and 2020. The ∆-values here correspond to the Figure 3 values of component
spectral peaks Px, Py, and Pz, Table 2.

As preliminary investigations have shown, using other
GNSS systems for EBR recovery did not appear particularly
beneficial over using just GPS. Finding the optimal mask to
alleviate station errors for processing their daylong records
seemed more laborious and less successful when using more
GNSS systems. Most likely, this is due to additional and
previously unaccounted sources of errors, such as satellite-

That revealed depiction genuinely represents the resonance
waves has become clear from the find that the X and Y components on 01 January 2020 always described the same period
simultaneously, Table 2. Besides, the Z component has described another EBR period that, in most cases, lagged one to two
EBR periods behind the respective horizontal Pxy period pair.
The constant lag accurately depicts the remaining degree of
freedom necessary to visualize and map a resonance train — the
spatial orientation of an EBR wave and overall (of the train as
a whole). In other words, the single-station kinematic cGPS is
a method with which it is possible to measure point-dynamics
of solid Earth under a resonance wave at a given time.
It is safe to assume that the geometrically (numerically)
most regular EBR formation for an epoch is also the best dailyEBR representation for that station at the given time. Then of
all the examined ZLA1 epochs, the 13 component pairs Pxy (and
their supplementary lagging Pz isolates) recovered from the
2020 data constitute the best-available such representation.
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Some of the main reasons why EBR waves are difficult to
model and why EBR mapping is crucial for understanding this
phenomenon are:
• they are incessant and long-periodic (≳1h), which makes their
decoupling difficult, so it is easy to mistake them for something
else — across various bands at that;
• maximum angular deflection is elusive in incessant multiple
resonances of closed physical systems, making the destructive
ability of EBR difficult to express uniquely;
• they spread across time intervals of an hour to many days,
vast distances from townships to continents, while their amplitudes are on the (varying) order of dm to m, making it very
difficult to assess timings and amplitudes, which becomes even
more involved when considering different scales and reflections-generating obstacles along the paths they travel;
• they travel separately as well as in batches, making it difficult
to trace or even settle just on their spatiotemporal origin(s);
• most of their motion is horizontal, so they can easily pass for
(also vertical) seismic noise, which can result in the neglecting
of their compressional capacity;
• they run counter-intuitively due to rotation and obliquity of
the Earth and the Moon (conditions under which initiated), thus
typically traversing coordinate systems instead of running
along axes. This dispersion makes it hard to grasp the actual
attack angle uniquely at a given moment and for different
portions of a resonance train;
• the input periods range themselves, and modeling of resonance down-transfer from the lithosphere to the mantle (flows)
is not as simple as estimating parameters such as Reynolds and
Strouhal numbers anymore because the transferred flow tends
to turbulence rapidly (as fast as days to weeks) and thus
parameters become very high;
• their recovery from daylong cGPS data (most useful for realtime EBR recovery and earthquake prediction) is affected by
our choice of the cutoff angle mask, which means that the receiver- and satellite-antenna multipath as well as other error
sources affect EBR recovery. Empirically, extreme elevation
masks, such as 0º and 30º, produce the worst EBR recovery, but
it is unknown what mask between those extremal values is the
right one (recovers diurnal EBR formation correctly). For some
stations, and provided that the cGPS coverage density is overall
sufficient for EBR recovery, this problem necessitates postmapping multi-station analyses to identify EBR waves recovered simultaneously (at the same epoch) in a series of multiple
adjacent stations, which, in turn, with the aid of null distribution analysis would densify EBR mapping;
• they are destroyed by (to an EBR epoch) co-temporal M6+
seismicity, but it is unknown what other phenomena can destroy
EBR waves. This problem requires methodological approaches,
like examining fingerprint stability at a cGPS station over time.
As seen from Table 3 and Figures 5 & 6, the EBR resolution
increases with data size so that already weeklong data sets can
resolve the entire EBR train, unlike daily data sets that exhibit
a lowered resolution (13–18 periods). Seen are the 99%-significant EBR periods with a very high statistical fidelity (ϕ>>12)
and their matchings against theoretical EBR periods. (The only
three periods significant at below 99%, but at or above 67%
level, were omitted for clarity.) The weeklong records enabled

not only the complete recovery (of all 72 superharmonic resonance periods) of EBR but also a virtually total recovery of an
undertone series (or overtone, depending on how one looks at
it) due to an Earth's inevitable sympathetic resonance accompanying the EBR at the time and place of data analyzed.
Undertones are normal (weaker) companions of mechanical
resonances and are due to the vibrating body starting re-emitting externally fed resonances in its (modified) modes. When
those modes are mostly higher than tones of the lead resonance
— we speak of an overtone resonance, and when lower — of
an undertone resonance, as mostly the case here.
The total recovery of the theoretical EBR train and its
(virtually entire) companion sympathetic resonance from just
one week of cGPS data at ZLA1 (Los Angeles) is the most
concrete proof of EBR as such, i.e., that the solid Earth does
commonly resonate in the EBR band. Note that the ∆-values
(also in Figure 6), as the differences between the computed and
theoretical EBR, have revealed that no ∆-value has exceeded
the differences between the corresponding period and its two
adjacent theoretical-EBR periods. Therefore, the recovered
EBR trains genuinely and consistently represent the theoretical
EBR even as data size is varied, while the remaining train recovered from weeklong cGPS data is the undertone series. For the
most part, the undertone train is linearly offset from the EBR
train along the z-axis by about –5% (disregarding the longest
outlier). The minus sign ("a companion wave stays longer than
the corresponding/nearest wave") reveals in all components the
nature of the companion resonance train as an undertone series.
The constant intensity of negative differences in the z-direction
and the best match to the theoretical EBR reflect the fact that
the largest bodies of mass receptive to EBR (and that thereby
re-transmit it as an undertone series) in this case sit below the
EBR-carrying crust, most likely in the upper mantle. Earthquakes in the Los Angeles area uncorrelated with oil extraction
could be occurring at >5 km mantle depths (Inbal et al., 2015),
indicating a brittle regime in the upper mantle — also revealed
in Figures 5 & 6 as the ability to reflect complete undertones in
the long-period band of interest.
As seen in Figure 5 and Table 3, the 2-days cGPS records
showed no significant improvements from daylong records.
However, the 3-days long records did enable a somewhat
improved recovery of the 99%-significant EBR periods, most
noticeable in the strongest (longest) periods. Finally, expanding
data to weeklong has practically raised confidence to the 99%only level and achieved a complete EBR recovery (of all 72
superharmonic resonance periods). This expansion also enabled
the recovery of an undertone series.
As mentioned, the complete recovery of the theoretical EBR
train and its (virtually entire) companion sympathetic resonance
from just one week of cGPS data is the most tangible proof of
EBR as such, i.e., that the solid Earth indeed resonates with
EBR periods in the EBR band. Furthermore, errors of EBR
recovery tend to zero with an increase in data size — and do so
even in 99%-significant EBR periods; see Figure 6 & Table 3.
For example, the dropping of absolute ∆-values below 1% after
the first (longest) period already, and for z’ in particular,
characterized the weeklong data. The same does not appear to
hold for the undertone series, whose absolute ∆-values rarely,
if ever, dropped under a few % of EBR (for z’ never below
2.8%) and kept at a constant level of a few % most of the time.
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Table 3. EBR resolution increase with data size. ∆-values (in %) here and throughout the present study were computed as the differences between an EBR period from cGPS and its EBR
counterpart in the leftmost column highlighted blue (here the theoretical EBR periods). See Figures 5 & 6 for a visualization of undertone trains, P’. All periods are in hours.
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from the EBR series. The resonance periods recovered at 67%
or 89% or 95% confidence levels are shaded (gray). Possible
factors affecting the performance are crustal thickness, sea bottom processes, and others. This kind of mapping profiling is an
element for creating composite dynamical EBR maps connecting long (strong-seismicity generating) periods between adjacent cGPS stations for hourly-to-daily early warning systems.
Shorter EBR periods could serve as a means for checking data
quality and verifying EBR recovery.

Figure 5. The ability of cGPS to recover EBR periods (in hours, h) with an increase in
data size, the example of the ZLA1 station (Los Angeles), Table 3. The only three periods
significant at 67%-95% levels were omitted for clarity. The EBR and its undertone series
(components marked with an ') are shown separately.

Figure 7. Longest-period part (collapsed view) of EBR periods (in hours, h) as recovered
alongside the profile, Figure 2. As in Table 4, component-periods of respective undertone
periods, P’, appended to component-periods, P, of EBR at the corresponding station for
a more natural and complete feel of resonances that affect Earth crust in the longer
(seismically most critical) parts of EBR spectra.

Figure 6. The positive ∆ surface of the cGPS ability to recover EBR at the ZLA1 (Los
Angeles) with an increase in data size, Figure 3. The ∆-values correspond to the Figure5 values of spectral peaks, Table 3, and are shown separately from the respective
undertone series (7-days case); refer to Figure 5 for visualization of the undertone
series. The blue lows (strait) indicate a brittle regime under the Los Angeles area able
to reflect the EBR as undertone resonance; see it compared with other stations in
Figure 9.

EBR profiles are necessary for mapping the EBR from
weeklong and daylong cGPS data sets; see Table 4 & Figures
7-9. Of the three profile stations, ZLA1 has performed the best,
as seen in the total recovery of (all 72) EBR periods at the 99%
confidence level throughout. The high quality of the ZLA1 data
also follows from the complete recovery of the undertone
series, which is seen as equiperiodically and negatively offset

Figure 8. EBR fingerprints from weeklong cGPS data at each cGPS station alongside
the profile, Figure 2. The valleys represent the respective fingerprint’s malformation in
terms of damages or destruction of a specific EBR wave, as projected onto a particular
cGPS position component. As in Table 4 and Figure 7, for a more natural and complete
feel of Earth resonances recovered per station, component periods of respective
undertone series, P’, and the corresponding station’s EBR are shown adjoined, exposing
the companion as predominantly undertone, i.e., composed of waves mostly longer than
their corresponding (nearest) EBR waves. EBR periods are in hours, h.
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Table 4. Post-quiescent EBR periods, P (in hours), between 1–7 January 2020, recovered as alongside a mapping profile that nearly traced a tectonic boundary, Figure 2: stations MMX1 (Mexico City) – ZLA1 (Los Angeles) – ZOA2 (San
Francisco Bay). The ZLA1 data are from Table 3. The undertone component periods are listed next to the respective EBR component series for comparison and a more natural and complete look at the long-periodic parts of Earth resonances.
Δ-values are differences amongst EBR from cGPS and earthquakes (Omerbashich, 2020a). The longest (i.e., relatively strongest-seismicity causing) EBR waves of (about five hours or longer) with Δ-values of 1‰ or less (red-framed and
green-highlighted) are the most relevant ones for earthquake prediction. Note also that the relationship |Δ| < |Δ'| holds generally, as best seen above, as ZLA1|Δz| < ZLA1|Δ'z|; see Figure 9 for a graphical representation. The color schema (a
concept borrowed from genetics) highlights the magnitude-of-order separation in recovering EBR; the schema enables a more natural quantification of the success of resonances recovery in the longer vs. shorter (weaker) parts.
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Figure 9. a) The positive ∆ surface of EBR recovery alongside the mapping profile, Figure 2, from weeklong recordings at a quiescent time; b) the same but negative surface (shorter
periods towards the viewer). While the ZLA1 (Los Angeles) data were of the highest resolution, enabling total recovery of both EBR and undertone series, the ZOA2 (San Francisco)
data performed best in terms of the longest (strong-earthquakes causing) EBR detection. Note that the visually most remarkable feature ZLA1|Δz| < ZLA1|Δ'z|, seen on the left panel
(a.) above as the dominant blue strait (also in Figure 6), here holds as a rule, i.e., as a general relationship |Δ| < |Δ'|, revealing that the rheology which enables EBR undertone
reflectivity under the Los Angeles area is characteristic for that area. For example, Inbal et al. (2015) surmised that earthquakes beneath Los Angeles could be occurring at >5 km
depths, i.e., indicating a brittle upper mantle.

In Figure 7, one notices regular formational features of EBR
components in the resonance fingerprint’s longest-period
(strong-seismicity-causing) part at each respective station and
overall (profile-wise). As seen in Figure 8, while the formation
was overall best preserved (least damaged) at the ZLA1 (Los
Angeles), the fingerprint that was most responsive in terms of
recovery of the longest (strong-seismicity causing) waves was
that of the ZOA2 station (San Francisco). Figure 9 depicts the
matchings of recovered vs. theoretical EBR.
To verify the here reported EBR detection, I look at the EBR
as recorded at ZLA1 during the week preceding the 2019 Ridgecrest, CA, earthquake sequence (Cheng and Ben‐Zion, 2020)
just north of the station (Harvard Catalog No. 201907041733B)
and the week following, Table 5 and Figures 10 & 11. In terms
of M6+ strong seismicity, the sequence consisted of an Mw6.4
and an Mw7.1 that had occurred on 03 and 04 July 2019, respectively, exposing a previously unknown seismic fault (or, in the
mechanical engineering sense: cracking open the shielding of a
poorly embedded vibrating engine; see Omerbashich, 2020a).
In addition to its apparent mechanical-resonating underlying
nature, this event is particularly suitable due to its proximity to
ZLA1 and because the 27 June–03 July 2019 was a seismically
quiescent week in the sense of M6+ locally and M6.5+ globally.
These advantages allow a clear distinction between the earthquake preparation phase vs. post-quake destruction phase. Thus
an interplay of these exact matches has resonantly affected the
Ridgecrest area, causing the initial rupture and probably trigger-

ing the release of accumulated stress — resulting in the Ridgecrest sequence instead of just a single earthquake.
The event has then temporarily shut down the ability of the
cGPS to recover any undertone series, which made the EBR
undertone series vanish virtually entirely compared to the preparation phase, Figure 10. This local event had destroyed about
half of the ≤1%-matched EBR waves (highlighted orange; the
green-highlighted ≤1‰ matches excluded). The shutdown is
temporary, as seen from a comparison against the post-quiescent EBR obtained at three different stations, Tables 4 & 7.
The exact and regular matching of the longest EBR waves
to their theoretical counterparts has revealed some of the
characteristic resonant vibration frequencies that cause ~M6+
strong seismicity in the Los Angeles area. Finally, of use for
EBR mapping is that virtually all EBR waves aligned with the
x-component during the destruction phase, revealing the EBR
general orientation at the time of this event, Figure 10. Destruction of EBR waves resulted in a post-event gapped component
recovery (right) vs. complete component recovery before the
event (left). The EBR completeness in all three projections
revealed that the preparation phase had commenced. The consistent lagging revealed the composition of EBR wave trains: a
regular formation in the N–E general direction. The longest
≤0‰-matched (here regarded as entirely matched to the first
declared decimal point) EBR waves with their destructive
angular deflections converged then resonantly on Ridgecrest,
Figure 11.
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Table 5. Seismic preparation phase (left half) vs. seismic destruction (right half) of EBR. The matching was against theoretical EBR. All EBR periods, P, and all undertone periods, P', in
hours.
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As seen in Figure 10, seismic waves from the Ridgecrest
event had virtually entirely overridden the undertone resonance
while severely damaging (the long-period-) or destroying (the
short-period-) y- and z-component EBR waves. With a common
and obvious orientation in the N–S direction (as they are absent
from the x component), the EBR and companion trains had
rolled into California as an yz front in a cardinally-northing
aligned turbulent (twister) formation. Therefore, the formation
post-event is preserved only as a faint signature in the seismically damaged (the longer-wave) and destroyed (the shorterwave) parts of component trains. The two resonances then left
Ridgecrest and kept rolling N-S back and forth alongside the
tectonic plate boundary until its ringing months later dampened
down, but not before they caused several more strong events on
the way. The matching of cGPS EBRs obtained in the present
study vs. seismic EBR periods obtained from strong earthquakes by Omerbashich (2020a), Figure 12 & Table 6, also
shows the same as the matching against theoretical EBR periods, albeit with waves somewhat impeded by natural Earth processes as those necessarily reflect in a seismic EBR.
During the preparation phase (as strong earthquakes initiate), the EBR accuracy mostly stays constant and relatively
small across the entire train and from projection to projection,
Figure 11. Seismic waves from the Ridgecrest event have
temporarily overridden most of the train (waves) and disturbed
the recovery projection-wise. Errors in the matchings of cGPS
EBR periods against theoretical EBR periods for all projections
became larger in both amplitude and frequency, while the
matching in both y- and z-projections has lost uniformity that
tells of EBR orientation, Figure 11 (callout).

Figure 11. ∆ wireframe of the seismic preparation vs. destruction phases at ZLA1, Table
5 & Figure 10. Resonance pairs (EBR waves with their companion undertone waves
marked with an ') here represented as connected resonance train codas, plotted per
position component, and then stacked separately for pre-Ridgecrest and post-Ridgecrest
phases. Callout: same, but in blind surface representation for easier comparison against
Figure 10. Views rotated for better distinction from Figure 10.

Figure 12. The seismic preparation vs. destruction phases, Table 6. The matching was
against the seismic EBR, i.e., EBR obtained from global seismicity occurrences
(Omerbashich, 2020a) rather than theoretical EBR. Undertone component series marked
with an '. All periods in hours, h.

Figure 10. The seismic preparation (on the left) vs. seismic destruction (on the right)
phases of EBR periods (in hours, h), Table 5, recorded at the ZLA1 (Los Angeles) station
from weeklong cGPS data preceding (left) the Ridgecrest, CA, earthquake series just
north of the station, and the weeklong data following (right) the event, respectively. P’
mark component recovery of the accompanying undertone series, Table 5. The
matchings are against theoretical EBR.
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Table 6. The seismic preparation phase (on the left) vs. the seismic destruction phase (on the right) of EBR. The matching was against the seismic EBR, i.e., EBR obtained from the time
series of global occurrences of large earthquakes (Omerbashich, 2020a). EBR periods, P, and undertone periods, P’, in hours.
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Table 7. The same mapping profile as in Table 4, but with matchings of the cGPS EBR, obtained from the present study, against the seismic EBR, obtained from global seismicity occurrence times by Omerbashich (2020a). Red-framed values
are the absolute matchings of the long-period (~5 h and longer) EBR as most energetic. EBR periods, P, and undertone periods, P’, in hours.
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Figure 13. Completely recovered EBR (waves) from weeklong recordings at 1Hz cGPS
stations alongside the tectonic plate boundary profile Mexico City (MMX1)–Los Angeles
(ZLA1)–San Francisco (ZOA2), Table 7. The matching was against the EBR from global
occurrences of large earthquakes (Omerbashich, 2020a) as a more realistic depiction
of Earth resonances during the last five years than the theoretical EBR. All periods in
hours, h. Undertone series not shown.

As computations showed, cGPS stations correctly sensed
the EBR during a quiescent week of 01-07 January 2020, Table
4. However, that depiction was at the same time a preparation
phase for an Mw6.4 and Mw6.6 Puerto Rico sequence of 202001-07 (Harvard Catalog No. 202001070824A) — resulting in
many absolute (≤0.0%; the red-framed green values) matchings
among long-periodic cGPS EBR and seismic EBR, Table 7 &
Figure 13. That this profile indeed maps the reality well becomes apparent from the gradual drop in the number of (absolute)
matches while going away from the (future) Puerto Rico event:
7, 6, and 4, for Mexico City, Los Angeles, and San Francisco,
respectively. Note here that, while the long-period-EBR cutoff
is ~five-hour, the drop is maintained even if one starts
expanding the cutoff to include shorter periods — up to ~2-h
(expanding by one adjacent period and including undertones),
see Figure 14. The same holds without undertones as well.
Although somewhat smaller, the same sensitivity of cGPS EBR
with distance from a seismic event emerges when matching
against theoretical EBR, Table 4: as 6, 3, and 0 long-periodic
matches, respectively, also preserved with the cutoff expanded
as above.
A remarkable demonstration of the absolute success of EBR
detection from cGPS is in Figure 14, revealing the earthquake
preparation phase as an entirely Earth resonance phenomenon,
Figures 10-12, and the GVSA as a spectral analysis method of
absolute accuracy (down to twice the sampling step). The
stations alongside the profile (tectonic plate boundary) always
line up in the same way relative to the (future) Puerto Rico
strong earthquake that occurred on the 7th day of the weeklong

data: as the nearest to the epicenter, Mexico City picks up the
most of pre-quake EBR, Los Angeles less, and San Francisco
as the farthest away, the least – regardless how big of an EBR
train one analyzes. In short, Figure 14 examines the effect of
cutoff selection on the sensitivity of cGPS EBR. The same plot
then shows that the EBR signal is so strong, pure, and stable
that selecting any cutoff is justified by physics; here used was
the five-hour cutoff as all matches below that are to within
0.0%.
Another sign that this study has detected and mapped the
broadest (global) physical process (as picked by examined
cGPS stations) follows from the find that no undertone/
overtone periods matched theoretical EBR to within 1‰. Such
matchings occur, but only sporadically, in matchings against
seismic EBR, Tables 4 vs. 7. Also, during the initiation phase
(before a strong earthquake in the vicinity of up to several
hundred km), long-period matches against seismic EBR are
absolute-only (≤0.0%) — never converging even on 1‰. This
natural constraint paves the way for real-time earthquake
prediction using the cGPS.
To examine if the Mexico City station and that whole profile
indeed did pick EBR from the 01–07 January 2020 preparation
phase of the Puerto Rico 07 January 2020 event, I next
processed data from the PRMI (Puerto Rico) station recorded
during the same phase. PRMI is a 1Hz cGPS station operated
by NGS since 23 March 2006, sits on the Caribbean tectonic
plate, and is at the La Parguera Natural Reserve in Puerto Rico.
As observed alongside the EBR profile earlier, Table 7 and
Figure 13, one EBR type again is seen performing an order-ofmagnitude better than another EBR type, Table 8. So not only
did the PRMI data from a (future) seismic event’s vicinity yield
a full EBR recovery (all 72 periods) where 75% of matches on
average were within 1% (79% when matching against theoretical EBR), but the preparation phase again is seen too – as
eight absolute matchings in long periods (red-framed greenhighlighted values).
This result is explained by Puerto Rico being an island (a
buffer zone in the sense of resonance mechanics) where the
surrounding ocean acts as a natural high-pass filter that minimizes damages and destruction of EBR waves (not just those
with destructive angular deflection), exposing the physical seismicity-generating mechanism at play as a standalone. Thus, for
example, not only was the EBR picked numerically theoretically, but geometrically (formation) theoretically as well –
seen as a clustering of the absolute long-period matchings
within the xy plane, as expected because the EBR is mainly a
horizontal movement. The negation-logic argument is satisfied,
also: there are no such (xy) matchings to the seismic EBR, Table
8 (on the right).
Finally, while the analysis of data from ZSU4 (not detailed
here) as the only other 1Hz cGPS station in Puerto Rico produced an inconclusive result (half-an-order-of-magnitude performance difference), ZSU4 yielded a period absolutely (to 0.0%)
matched against the theoretical EBR that was in common with
PRMI: the 7.55315 h. This period was absolutely (to 0.0%)
matched at Mexico City as well, and to 0.8% farther away at
both Los Angeles and San Francisco, Table 4, so this period
likely was the triggering EBR period of the Puerto Rico sequence, and one of those in the seismogenic assemble for that
region.
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Figure 14. The suitability of weeklong cGPS data for EBR mapping, as an always constant ratio (comparing dashed trend lines) between the number of absolute (to within 1‰) matches
of EBR periods (from cGPS vs. strong seismicity) and the total number of (longest) periods here considered, per cGPS station. The first (longest) 36 EBR periods are listed; see Table
7 for their respective values.

5. DISCUSSION
The heat transfer (thermal-chemical convection) geophysical
hypothesis fails in the most important aspects, e.g., it explains
neither the plate tectonics nor the seismotectonics energy budgets. With its leisurely daffy time scales that so obviously are
devoid of our everyday experience and thus fail even a most
fundamental reality check, that working hypothesis also contradicts crucial data known for a long time, such as the uppermost
mantle’s very high velocities, of over 8.5 km/s (Yegorkin and
Chernyshov, 1983). In simplest terms, mantle convection models by design break down if one can demonstrate a coupling
between continents and flows in the mantle — for example, a
widely held model by Richter and McKenzie (1977). The
present study has conclusively demonstrated one such continent-mantle global coupling mechanism based on the mechanical resonance.
The body (mechanical) resonance is a physical phenomenon
in which the natural period of vibration of a physical system
coincides with (“resonates to”) another system’s vibration
period or its fractional multiple. The nature of a matched period,
i.e., whether subharmonic or superharmonic, governs the
resonance. Solids exposed to a resonance tend to crumble in a
structural failure at the normal-mode (main resonating) period.
Furthermore, Earth body resonances also arise via magnified
(planetary) vibration due to frequency demultiplication as one
of the rarest macroscopic physical phenomena and one that can
magnify the energy injected at the fundamental disturbing
frequency by 100s of times (Den Hartog, 1985; Omerbashich,
2007b). That mechanical resonance can thus cause earthquakes
is known for some time; one such example is small long-period
events (Ferrazzini and Aki, 1987). The same for Mw6+ strong
seismicity was demonstrated by Omerbashich (2020a, 2020b).

CORS regions exhibit diurnal EBR fingerprints: uniquely
arranged sets of 13–18 EBR periods, most clearly formed
during M6+ proximal and M6.5+ global quiescence. Seismic
waves destroy an original EBR fingerprint, which the Earth
then attempts to restore with other EBR waves to resume the
undistorted state (energy equilibrium). As the pretesting showed, the number of EBR waves in a station’s fingerprint from
daylong cGPS data drops to ten or less under extremal elevation
angle masks like 0º or 30º in cGPS post-processing. Thus
daylong cGPS recordings appear somewhat suitable for EBR
mapping (but with care taken to find the optimal mask), and
their potential for EBR mapping is worth exploring further. On
the other hand, EBR recovery from daylong data does not appear to reveal much about the longest (i.e., strong earthquakesgenerating) EBR periods, so longer records are needed for
prediction studies and accurate mapping, i.e., the connecting of
the longest EBR periods characteristic of adjacent cGPS stations during an interval of interest. EBR mapping is most useful
for hours- to days-level early warning systems, with shorter
EBR periods used to check the EBR recovery, including consistency and orientation, see Table 4.
Weeklong cGPS data, on the other hand, can reveal complete EBR trains that are rich in rheological information like that
on a possibly brittle mantle regime under the Los Angeles area,
as implied by Inbal et al. (2015) and corroborated by Figures 5
& 6 in the present study. In addition, weeklong data display a
sufficiently high resolution and require no particular care to find
the optimal mask, as seen in Tables 4 & 7. As a result, most useful EBR maps of resonance variation can now be produced as
synoptic charts of equiperiodicity contour lines plotted or overlaid on physical maps. Akin to, for example, a standard isogon
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Table 8. EBR recovery from PRMI (Puerto Rico) station during the preparation phase for the 07 January 2020 Puerto Rico sequence. Shown is the performance of theoretical EBR (on the
left, dark-blue background) vs. seismic EBR (on the right; dark-red background). EBR periods, P, and undertone periods, P', in hours.
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line connecting points of constant magnetic declination, an
isodon (δονώ, Greek for vibrate) would be a line connecting
GNSS stations whose positions fluctuate with the same long
(strong-earthquakes-causing) EBR period(s). Then an EBR
map would characterize a geographical region of interest in
terms of capacity and tendency to become seismically active at
a time of externally introduced seismogenic nonlinearity
(Omerbashich, 2020a).
Since an EBR wave primarily is a horizontal movement —
forced externally along the ecliptic and skewed away from
geodetic coordinate axes to the maximum due to rotation and
obliquity of the Earth and the Moon — cGPS stations reveal to
us a new and powerful geophysical parameter, the daily
resonance distortion (DRD). As seen most evidently in the
ZLA1 case, the technique exposed in the present study captures EBR waves mostly while running at angles skewed to the
coordinate system (the axes), as projected onto coordinate
planes xy, yz, or xz. And only on occasion do they approach the
projection axes — as in the ZLA1 case — and take on a geometrically regular formation. This special case (display) of an
obvious orientation is an additional physical demonstration of
the EBR (waves) phenomenon. Thus, DRD measures if EBR
waves, characterized by their observed periods P, have lost the
original transverse orientation and approached coordinate axes
— which would result in independent component spectra, or if
they have retained the original orientation — which would
result in the formed component spectral pairs Pxy, Pxz, or Pyz.
Akin to using GPS to map geophysical and physical parameters
such as the Total Electron Content, applications of EBR maps
range from estimating the EBR energy budget, to seismic forecasting and prediction, to unobscuring (decoupling EBR from)
geophysical observables such as stress and strain.
Furthermore, as revealed from Table 3 and Figures 5, 6 & 9,
the largest bodies of mass under the Earth’s crust re-transmit
the EBR as undertone reflections, which, extending globally,
push continental mass over the mantle nonlinearly rather than
pulling it directly–gravitationally. Likewise, lunar tides are not
the only controller of the EBR: any other external forcers that
share or cross the EBR band can — depending on circumstances — facilitate or attenuate certain sways of the EBR. Such
permanent forcers include the semidiurnal tide that impedes the
EBR resonances from the Moon preceding sweeps of the Earth
and thus appears only as an indirect force on the Earth crust that
stays incessantly engulfed in the EBR waves acting as
a resonance wind. Similarly, normal-fault earthquakes or
“graviquakes” (Doglioni et al., 2015), in the context of EBR,
occur under tidal quiescence (low tide; local tidal absence).
“Graviquakes” allow the resonance wind to develop locally
fully in the manner and energy band revealed in the present data
study and act summarily as an extensional force on the crust,
i.e., to take the course of crustal collapsing that sometimes gets
aided gravitationally. Additionally, transient forcers of the EBR
along its shared frequencies include the resonantly dynamical
solar wind seismogenic due to electrical and magnetohydrodynamic interactions between the magnetically captured solar
plasma and solid matter (Simpson, 1968). These interplays cou-

ld get enhanced during global magnetic reconnection events
like the Moon transiting Earth magnetotail.
Importantly, all such co-acting processes are deterministic,
which makes seismotectonics a deterministic process too (as
also shown in the present study), thus forbidding stochastic processes such as the mantle convection to play a dynamically
significant role on the global level. Namely, plate tectonics is
not an autonomous activity, and it has continued for billions of
years on the Earth with the help of some agents that break the
lithosphere from the outside, resulting in continental collisions
and hot mantle plumes — where continental collision is a stochastic process, and plate behavior is expected to be rather stochastic as well (Ogawa, 2007). A stochastic dynamical process
alone cannot drive a deterministic dynamical process; only the
reverse is physically possible. Thus results of the present study
invalidate the mantle convection hypothesis conclusively.
That EBR indeed has caused the initial Ridgecrest rupture,
thereby probably triggering the sequence by catalyzing the release of accumulated stresses, is seen in Table 6 and Figure 12.
Namely, there is a remarkable match among the long-periodic
EBR periods recovered here from cGPS and the seismic EBR
periods recovered from global seismicity (Omerbashich,
2020a), as nine absolute (≤0.0%) matches (red-framed ∆–values), or a magnitude-of-order increase in seismicity-generating
EBR waves, Tables 4 & 7 (disregarding the Puerto Rico event).
This jump in sensed physical processes was not a surprise since
the latter values reflect real Earth's interior over the last decade
far better than theoretical EBR values ever could. This remarkable jump also shows that real-time EBR recovery is verifiable
against a seismic EBR obtained from some reasonably long,
immediately preceding interval of time as a physical gauge.
Since small earthquakes are no longer the only type of
earthquake known to be caused by mechanical resonance, EBR
as a non-discriminatory seismogenic phenomenon is a new
geophysical (not only extensional) force that must be taken into
account by decoupling of geophysical parameters, such as stress
and strain, from EBR. Furthermore, old geophysical hypotheses
no longer hold. For instance, the populist thought experiment
featuring a kitchen stove with a pot of boiling water, too often
used by proponents of the mantle-convection-meats-heat-transfer hypothesis, now lacks proper context. While the steam does
disturb the pot cover, the (unfixed) pot cover is not a reasonable
representation of the Earth’s crust; only the kitchen's ceiling is;
but steam never scratches, let alone moves kitchen ceilings.
Namely, from the viewpoint of fluid dynamics, mantle convection is a simple phenomenon: a typical velocity of this convective flow is only a few cm/yr, while kinetic energy is comparable
to the kinetic energy of a car running on a freeway, and therefore negligibly small compared with the rate of total potential
energy release (Ogawa, 2007).
Be it noted that the present study, due to EBR’s unpredictability and high energies, invalidates any claims on detecting
alleged gravitational waves emanating from deep space. Those
signals are known for a long time to be a staggering factor of
105 below geophysical background noise levels and thus too
small to be detected (Dyson, 1969).
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6. CONCLUSIONS
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